
1. 1st Wushu Stockholm Open 

Wushu Stockholm is organizing its first TaoLu competition on Saturday the 13
th
 December 2014, at 

Hökarängsskolan, Fagersjövägen 18, Stockholm. You are more than welcome to compete in TaoLu, 

with practitioners from all over, from beginners to the best in their classes! 

We will have classes where all standard forms can be performed. Everything from 1
st
 Duan – 7

th
 Duan 

(Chang/Nan Quan) are allowed. This means that even beginners can compete! 

In addition, there will be both northern to southern traditional classes with adult+teen classes and child 

classes. Last but not least there will also be TaiJi categories. 

We don’t have any gender categories, male and female will compete in the same class. 

2. Registration and fees 

Register by sending the entry form for your association to romain@wushusthlm.se until Saturday the 

6
th

 December 2014. 

Tournament fees are 200 SEK per contestant and should be paid with the online registration, not later 

than the 6
th
 December 2014. Pay to Wushu Stockholm IF:s Plusgiro: 582138-4 

3. Preliminary schedule 

09:15: judges’ gathering 

09:30: competitors’ registration 

09:45: competitors’ warm-up on the competition carpet 

10:15: competitions’ gathering 

10:30: competition starts 

4. Competition classes (scoring criteria in parentheses): 

- NanDu bare-handed forms adult (5-3-2) 

- NanDu weapon forms adult (5-5) 

 

- Standardized bare-handed forms child (5-5) 

- Standardized weapon forms child (5-5) 

- Standardized hand forms teen + adult (5-5) 

- Standardized weapons forms teen + adult (5-5) 

 

- Northern traditional bare-handed forms child (5-5) 

- Northern traditional weapon forms child (5-5) 

- Northern traditional bare-handed forms teen + adult (5-5) 

- Northern traditional weapon forms teen + adult (5-5) 

 

- Southern traditional bare-handed forms child (5-5) 

- Southern traditional weapon forms child (5-5) 

- Southern traditional bare-handed forms teen + adult (5-5) 

- Southern traditional weapon form teen + adult (5-5) 

 

- TaiJiQuan (5-5) 

- TaiJiJian (5-5) 

 

In NanDu forms the nandu-form should be included with the registration. 

5-5 = 5 points for quality of movements – 5 points for overall performance 

5-3-2 = 5 points for quality of movements – 3 points for overall performance – 2 points for degree of 

difficulty (nandu) 

For questions contact Romain via mail romain@wushusthlm.se or by phone +46(0)736658979. 
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